NURSING PERSONAL STATEMENT SAMPLE

Nursing, I believe, is a versatile career, which can bestow deserving aspirants with a gratifying experience. The profession calls for much more than mastering one’s core skills. Empathy, the willingness to care for others and the mentality to make a difference in others’ lives define my professional outlook as I brace up for a nursing career. While studying psychology during my intermediates, I became aware of the psychological association that health-care professionals need to establish with the patients. During my internship at AllMS, I earned a gratifying experience, assisting patients and families when they were going through difficult times and vulnerabilities. I believe that my dedicated and trustable nature, along with the readiness to care for the people around me makes me suitable for this career.

My psychological approach to nursing involves a profound understanding of how the minds and body of patients work. My academic background in psychology has significantly helped me realize that our body and brain never work in a harmony. This makes humans a diverse species. Understanding the behaviour of humans call for situational and individual explanations. For me, it is imperative to establish a positive association with the patients. In the nursing profession, ethical considerations also need to be prioritized. This aspect, too, constitutes a significant section in psychology, which I am already acquainted with. I am willing to pursue a program which encompasses mental health as well. My dexterity with mathematics significantly enhanced my mental capacity to deal with fractions, numbers and the broader use of mathematics. Evidently, this makes me suitable for the nursing profession. Besides, I feel the necessity to know about the biological processes in humans and explain the importance of respective treatments to patients.

During my graduation, I got the opportunity to intern at AllMS. Besides, I gained first-hand experience as an occupational therapist after integrating myself into the industry. It was a great experience for me to work alongside established healthcare practitioners. Eventually, this intensified my interest in the nursing profession. For the last couple of years, I have worked with people from different age groups and mentalities. In the process, I have witnessed the positive impact that nurses cast on patients. On completing my graduation, my initial intention was to work with children. However, I realized that working with adults would be a more gratifying experience for me. While working as a healthcare assistant, I discovered that I was able to reassure the family members of patients, who were mostly confused and scared. In the process, my passion to establish myself as a nurse grew more acute. Here I stand today, with two years of experience in the healthcare domain, ready to embrace a program that appeals the most to me. At
times, my job appears to be exhausting; but this is where I find the ultimate job satisfaction. Working as a nurse would enable me to work empathetically, as I channelize my soft skills towards my profession.

All these years, I have aspired to be a part of an industry that involves challenges. Besides, I would be able to learn throughout my career. The nursing profession would be ideal for me, as it would enable me stretch my limits continually, as I embrace a progressive career. During my leisure hours, I cultivate my interest in photography and painting. My innate fascination with creativity motivates me to indulge in these activities. As long as my profession is concerned, a little creativity in building rapport and establishing psychological affinity with the patients would complement my efforts.

Ten years from today, I visualize myself working as a practicing nurse in a reputed hospital. My commitment is to establish myself as a nursing consultant. This would enable me to enhance the qualitative aspects of teaching within the profession. I am also aware of the preparation, planning and time management involved in this pursuit, and my dissertation on maintaining respect and dignity while caring for elderly patients resonate this ideology. I look forward to work as an accomplished nurse, interacting with people and focusing on my core competencies. This course would eventually help me realize my professional goals. True indeed, it would be a pleasure for me to leverage the spirits of patients and their close ones!